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1.0 APPLICABLE OPTION DESIGNATIONS 
RF08/RS08 

2.0 PERIODIC PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

RF09/RS09 
RF15/RS09 
RFll/RS11 

3.0 EQUIPMENT AND PARTS REQUIRED 
The equipment and parts required for RS preventive 
maintenance are listed in Table 2. 

Table 1 
Preventive Maintenance Schedule 

Para. Ref. Time (est.) 

Quarterly (or 2000 hrs) 6.0 1 hr 

Semi-Annual (4000 hrs) 7.0 2hr 

Annual (8000 hrs) 8.0 3 hr 

5 Yr (40,000 hrs) 9.0 4hr 

X X X X Install F-Coded ECOs (as required) 6 (1) variable 

X X X X Clean prefilter 6 (2) 5 min 

X X X X Clean cabinet filter 6 (3) 5 min 

X X X Replace absolute filter 7 (1) 10 min 

X X X X Vacuum cabinet . 6 (4) 10 min 

X X X X Inspect wiring for loose connections 8 (1) 5 min 

X X X X Inspect and replace defective lights 6 (5) 5 min 

X X Observe dc voltages 8 (2) 10 min 

X Replace motor Ref. IPB 60 min 

X X Remove disk - clean it and all heads 8 (3) 60 min 

X X X Observe gain and slice of each amp 7 (2) 30 min 

X X X X Run diagnostic Ref. MainDEC 30 min 



Table 2 
Equipment and Parts 

Equipment/Part 

Multimeter 
Oscilloscope 
Probe, Oscilloscope (voltage XIO) (2) 
Tool Kit, Field Service 
RS Kit (Figure 1) 
Qeaning Kit (DC4, Chevron 325, & Kaydrys)* 
Kimwipes** 
Small brush** 
Head cleaner** 
Head** 

25 gram 
31 gram 

Disk, Metal* (RS08, RS09) 
RS08 TTW 
RS09/11/15 TTW 
RS Motor (60 Hz) and Hub Assembly 
RS Motor (50 Hz) and Hub Assembly 
RS Absolute Filter 
RS Prefilter 

*Included in RS Kit but may be reordered separately. 
**May be helpful (not supplied in kit). 
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Model/Part No. 

Simpson, Micronta, or equivalent 
Tektronix 453 or equivalent 
Tektronix P6010 
DEC 29·18303 
RS Kit 
DEC option RSCOI 

DEC 30-05982-25GR 
DEC 30-05982-31GR 
DEC 30-05981 
DEC RS08-TA 
DEC RS09-TA 
DEC 74-06866-1 
DEC 74-06866-2 
DEC 12-09388 
DEC 74-07181 



.. 

" 

FIXTURE 
ASSY • 
FOWLE 
CLAMP 

CLAMP 
ASSY. 

29-19142 

NOTE: 

MTG.SQUARE 
DISK ASSY 
96-06984 

DISK 
PLEXIGLASS 
(Aligning) 
29-16206 

CLEANING KIT, 
DC4, CHEVRON 325, 
AND KAY DRYS 
DEC Option 
RSC01 

SUPPORT, 
POSITIONING 

. BAR (WOOD) 
(2) 
96-05980 

RS Kit Cleaning Replacement Procedure (not shown) A-5P-RS Kit-a-1 

CASE 
TSTR MOD 
(Sampsonite 26") 
29-19156 

Figure I RS08M/09M Repair Kit (RS Kit) 

4.0 DIAGNOSTICS AVAILABLE Maindec ll-DZRF A 
The following diagnostics are available for preventive 
maintenance of RS: Maindec II-DZRFB 

Maindec 08-DIRF A RF08 Disk Data Test Maindec II-DZRFC 

Maindec 08-D5FA RF08 Multi-Disk Test Maindec 15-D5AA 

Maindec 09-D5CA RF09 Diskless Test Maindec 15-D5BA 

Maindec 09-D5AA RF09 Disk Data Test Maindec 15-D5CA 

Maindec 09-D5BA RF09 Multi-Disk Test Maindec 15-D5RA 
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AERO DUSTER 
MS220 
29-15198 

HUB 
DISK BUFF. 
96-06982 

RFll Static Test 

RFll Disk Data Test 

RF II Multi-Disk Test 

RFI5 Disk Data Test 

RF15 Multi-Disk Test 

RF15 Diskless Test 

RS09 Alignment Program 



-------------------------------'''-,,''--,-----

5.0 RELATED DOCUMENTATION 

RFll/RSll DECdisk System 
Manual 

RFI5/RS09 DEC disk System 
Maintenance Manual, Vol. I 

RF08 Disk Control and RS08 
Disk Maintenance Manual 

RS08 Disk Memory IPB 

RF08 Rotating File Print Set 

RS08 Disk Memory Print Set 

RS08-M Disk Assembly Print Set 

RS08-P Chassis Assembly Logic 
Prints 

RFll/RSll DECdisk System 
Engineering Drawings 

RFI5/RS09 DEC disk System 
Print Set 

RF09 Rotating File Print Set 

DEC-ECO-LOG 

RS09 Timing Track Writer 
Maintenance Manual 

RS08 Timing Track Writer 
Maintenance Manual 

DEC-II-HRFD-D 

DEC-15-H2IC-D 

OEC-08-HIEA-D 

DEC-RS08-IPB.l 

DEC-FS-HRSAA-A-D 

DEC-FS-HRS8B-A-D 

6.0 QUARTERL YFIELD SERVICE PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE (2000 Hrs) 

1. Review the ECO status of the RS and install 
any F-coded ECOsas required. 

CAUTION 
Power disk cabinet down before cleaning 
filters. 

2. Remove and clean the prefilter (Figure 2). 

a. Remove 3 screws from top cover. 
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Figure 2 Prefilter 

b. Remove cover assembly and filter. 

c. Vacuum filter; if extremely dirty it may 
be replaced or washed thoroughly in 
warm soapy water. (Do not replace until 
completely dry.) 

d. Replace filter and cover assembly. 

3. Remove and clean the cabinet filter. 

4. Vacuum the cabinet thoroUghly. 

5. Inspect the indicator panel for defective light 
bulbs~ replace if necessary. (Refer to AppendiX 
B for light check routine or check while 
running appropriate diagnostic.) 

7.0 SEMI-ANNUAL FIELD SERVICE PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE (4000 Hrs) 

1. Replace absolute filter (Figure 3). 

a. Power the disk cabinet down. 

b. Remove the plastic hose from the filter 
housing top air duct. 

c. Remove the 8 screws from the top air 
duct cover assembly; remove the cover. 

.. 



d. Remove the old fIlter, ensuring that the 
interior of the bracket is clean; install the 
new fIlter. 

e. Replace the air duct cover assembly. 

~ 
I 
T 
I 

f. Replace the hose. 

g. Power disk cabinet up. 

2. Observe gain and slice of each G085 amplifier 
(Table 3). 

Absolute Filter 

t 
Figure 3 Absolute Filter 
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Table 3 
Gain and Slice Adjustment Check 

Tuning Track "A" Timing Track "B" Timing 1irack "C" Data Track Data Track 
Matrix 0 I Matrix 1 

Disk I RS08/RS09 I I RS090nly -RS08only-

Channel I B02E B03E .I B04E BOSE J B07E BI2E 
Test Point I Ground probe to eliminate ringing (i.e., B02C, B03C, etc.) I 

Channel 2 A02T I A03T ! A04T I AOST I A07T I AI2T 
Test Point I Ground probe to stabilize signal (i.e., A03C, A04C, etc.) I 

Sweep Gain: I 5 ms/cm (Figure 4) 
Time Slice: 2p.s/cm I 0.2p.s/cm I 2p.s/cm 0.5 p.s/cm 0.5 p.s/cm 

Gain 
0.1 V/cm (X 10 probe, dc) 0.5 V/cm (XIO probe, dc) 

(Ch I &Ch 2) 

Mode Channel 2 for Gain; ALT for Slice, then ADD 

Trigger Channell (only) or Normal 

A Sweep Mode Normal 
0'1 

A Triggering Line, ac, Level and Slope (-) 

Program See Appendix B for maintenance RFll: RFll Multi-disk RF08: Disk 
program or run Disk Data Test Test (STAMP section) Data Test 

RFI5: RS09 Alignment 

J 
Program (SA 200) 

Specifications Av. Gain = 6 V pop; Slice = 1.4 V Gain and Slice level for Gain=7Vp-p 
See Figure 5 . See Figure 6 See Figure 7 reference track is printed on Slice = 1.6 V 

the disk for each matrix. 
(Refer to Appendix C if 
not printed on disk) 

Action Gain: Check average Gain over one revolution: Write alternate Is and Os in Write all I s in 
Measure peak-to-peak voltage at lowest pOint and highest point; add reference track; read refer- Track 0; begin 
these measurements together and divide by 2. ence track and set up Gain reading track O. 

Slice: A Zero crossing should be achieved on channel 2 by locating the gap and Slice for each matrix. Stopping com-

and setting the zero line on the trace as it passes through the gap as puter after 

shown in Figure 4. Channel I trace should be set as shown in Figure 5. starting to read 

Select ADD on scope and calculate Slice by: allows contin-

Slice = A + B - Overshoot uous read. Check 

2 Gain & Slice. 

Adjustment Gain: R21 ("A" section of G08S); Slice: R32 ("B" section of G08S) 

.. Yo 



Figure 4 Measuring Gain, the A Track Over One Revolution 

SLICE LEVEL 

~ 
1AV 

T 
CH 1 &2 
ADO 

OVERSHOOT 

CHANNEL 1 
B02E 

CHANNELT 
A02T 

6V 

1 

A B 

Figure 5 Measuring Slice Level - A Track 
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A 

SLICE LEVEL 

ADD 
CH18lCH2 

OVERSHOOT 

CHANNEL 1 
.B03E 

CHANNEL 2 
A03T 

B 

200 ns/cm 
1V/cm 

Figure 6 Measuring the Slice of the B Track 
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SLICE LEVEL 

ADD 
CH 1 & CH 2 

OVERSHOOT 

CHANNEL 1 
B04E 

CHANNEL 2 
A04T 

B 

2 JLIsec/cm 

1V/cm 

Figure 7 Measuring the Slice of the C Track 
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8.0 ANNUAL FIELD SERVICE PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE (or 8000 Hrs) 

1. Inspect all ac and dc power wiring for loose 
connections and cracked insulation. 

2. Observe dc voltages. Table 4 lists specifications 
for each voltage. 

3. Remove disk surface; clean it and all heads. 

a. Check equipment necessary (see Figure 
1). 

b. Power cabinet down. 

c. Remove hose from disk housing; insert a 
Kimwipe into the hose. 

d. Disconnect all motor power connectors 
from power supply. 

e. Remove all cable connectors from RS 
locations RS08: AI, A17, A18, A19, 
A20. 

f. With 5/8" wrench or crescent, remove 
four bolts that secure disk assembly to 
cabinet, one on each .comer at the base. 

g. A disk mounting square can be found in 
the RS Kit; place it on a convenient table 
or bench in a clean area. 

Table 4 
DC Voltages 

Voltage Maximum Allowable Ripple 

70SB Power Supply 
+lOV 300mV 
-15 V 700mV 
+20 V 300mV 
GND 

H726A-2 Power Supply 
+5V 5mV 

10 

h. 

i. 

Remove the disk assembly; slide it out 
from the front of the cabinet. In some .~ 
cases the door may have to be removed 
first or the disk assembly can be taken 
out from the rear. Ensure that all five 
cables and power wiring are free of 
obstruction to avoid damage. Place the 
disk assembly on the square; ensure that 
the power wires. and cables do not get in 
the way. 

With an Allen wrench, remove the screws 
from the disk cover assembly. Carefully 
remove the cover straight up and set it 
aside. Ensure that all screws are put in a 
safe place to avoid losing them. 

j. A disk buffing hub and baseplate can be 
found in the RS Repair Kit; place it on a 
convenient working surface. With an 
Allen wrench, remove the four Allen 
screws from the disk hub assembly. 
Remove the disk cap and set it aside. 
Remove the disk surface; do not touch 
any part of the surface with fingers, 
handle by the edge only. Place the disk 
on the buffing hub with its certified 
surface up (normally, the side which was 
facing down on the heads). 

k. Carefully clean the motor hub With a 
Kimwipe dampened with alcohol. 

I Max. Logic Test Points 

3.5 A B28A 
24.0 A A02B,B28B 
4.0A A02A, B02B 

A02C,B28C 

7A 



CAUTION 
Perform this next step carefully to avoid 
damaging the head wires or upsetting the 
weight settings. 

1. Support the head gently with fingers 
underneath; brush it until all con
tamination is removed. Use alcohol or 
magtape head cleaner. Ensure that the 
head is clean and that no film exists on 
the flying surface when the job is com
plete. 

m. Inspect each head connector for proper 
seating; examine the twisted pair leads of 
the data cable for loose or broken con
nections. If head shoes are damaged refer 
to Appendix C for replacement and cali
bration procedures. 

n. There are two different kinds of platters 
in use: the silver Tech-Met platter and 
the bluish DMV platter which is made by 
DEC. Each platter has its own special 
method of cleaning. Note that even 
though only one side of the platter is 
certified for use, the uncertified side may 
perform satisfactorily in the event the 
certified side is damaged or worn and a 
replacement cannot be obtained imme
diately. 

NOTE 
When the letters on the edge of the disk 
are upside down, the certified side of the 
disk is facing the heads. 

(1) Tech-Met platter - clean with 
alcohol or head cleaner; use Kim
wipes to clean and rinse thorough
ly. Do not scratch the surface. Do 
not wash off the stamp near the 
inside edge which identifies the 
good side of the platter. Dry 
thoroughly. 
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(2) DMV platters - use only Chevron 
325 and DC4 lubricant. This 
cleaner has been designed to reduce 
the head sticking problem. It is 
extremely important to follow this 
procedure exactly; any deviation 
can cause disastrous consequences 
in the operation of the drive 
system. 

(a) Mount the disk on the disk 
buffing hub (supplied in RS 
Kit) with its certified side up 
(side facing heads). 

(b) Put on plastic gloves (sup
plied with cleaning kit). 

(c) Using a Kaydry wet with 
Chevron 325, swab the edge 
of, the disk around the entire 
disk periphery. Dry with a 
fresh Kaydry. 

(d) Fold additional Kaydry 
towels into buffing pads by 
folding in half three times. 

(e) Apply a full dropper (1 ml) 
of Chevron 325 solvent to the 
disk at each of four locations, 
at a 6 inch radius, spaced 90° 
apart; buff to a haze-free sur
face. 

(f) Repeat step (e) three times to 
ensure complete cleanliness 
of the disk. 

CAUTION 
If the surface is not thoroughly 
cleaned and buffed dry, the heads 
may adhere to the surface enough 
to keep it from rotating. The disk 
must be disassembled again, cleaned 
and rebuffed completely dry. 



o. 

p. 

(g) Apply a full dropper of DC4 
lubricant to each of four 
areas of the disk, at a 6-inch 
radius, spaced 90° apart. 

(h) Immediately buff disk until 
polished free of haze. (Do not 
allow solution to dry.) Use 
the reverse surface of pad for 
final removal of haze over 
entire disk area. 

(i) Wipe off any lint from both 
disk surfaces using a fresh 
Kaydry towel. It is now ready 
to be mounted back on the 
drive. 

Place the disk surface back on the motor 
hub, ensuring that the original surface is 
on the disk heads. (The opposite surface 
may be defective.) Replace the disk cap 
and the four Allen screws. When rotating 
the disk, ensure that it is rotated in a 
counter-clockwise manner. Finger tighten 
all screws. 

The surface is now ready for the runout 
check (Figure 8). This will ensure that the 
surface is as flat as possible. A Fowler 
gauge can be found in the RS kit. 
Assemble the gauge on its stand and 
position on the deck close to the disk 
edge. While rotating the surface counter
clockwise, tighten each Allen screw 
slightly and alternately. Monitor the run
out gauge while rotating the surface; 
ensure that the needle stays within 
0.001 in., until each screw is reasonably 
tight. Remove the gauge and return it to 
the kit. 
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q. 

r. 

s. 

t. 

Replace the cover gently; the hose inlet 
should be positioned to the opposite side 
of the cables. 

Insert the Allen screws into the deck and 
tighten. 

Replace the disk assembly in the cabinet; 
connect the hose to the rear of the cover. 
Remember to remove the Kimwipe from 
,the hose. Insert each power wire as color 
coded. Insert each of the five cables in 
AI, A17, A18, A19, A20 (RS08). 

The disk is now ready to power up. When 
ac power is applied to the cabinet and the 
toggle switch is placed in the ON 
position, the disk motor should have 
115 Vac applied to it for 20 seconds, at 
which time, a relay will drop out and 
apply 60 Vac to the motor once it is up 
to speed. 

CAUTION 
If the motor does not tum at all, 
tum the switch OFF immediately 
or damage will result to the motor 
control. 

This may occur because the surface 
was not thoroughly buffed dry and 
clean and the heads are adhering to 
the surface enough to keep it from 
rotating. In this case, the entire 
procedure must be repeated, i.e., 
the surface removed, cleaned, and 
buffed until thoroughly dry. 
Repeat steps a - t. 



.~ • 
~~" 

Figure 8 Placement of Fowler Gauge for Disk Runout Check 
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A.I PROCEDURE FOR TIMING TRACK CHECK 

CAUTION 
Timing tracks should be rewritten only when 
necessary. Repeated writing of the timing 
tracks may damage the disk drive timing track 
heads. 

It may not be necessary to rewrite the timing tracks after 
removal and replacement of a surface as long as the surface 
has been returned to its original position, i.e., it has not 
been inverted. 

1. With an oscilloscope, measure and record the 
average gain of the normal TT A, TTB, and TTC 
tracks over one revolution (Table 3). 

2. Power the system down and invert the timing 
cable in slot AOI of the RS logic. Power the 
system up. 

3. Measure and record the gain of the spare TT A, 
TTB, and TTC tracks. 

4. After performing the head and surface cleaning 
procedure, measure the normal and spare 
tracks; compare the gains to the ones previously 
recorded. The new measurements may be 
greater than the old. If they are less by 10% or 
more, then it would be best to rewrite the 
tracks. If they are greater than 10%, adjust the 
amplifiers accordingly. Recheck the slice and 
adjust accordingly. 

A.2 RS08 TIMING TRACK WRITER PROCEDURE 

SETUP PROCEDURE 
Connect the RS08-TA to the RS08 Disk Drive. 

1. Remove dc power from the RS08 unit by 
turning the power off at the main computer 
console. The ac power to the RS08 must 
remain on. 

2. Connect the RS08-TA dc power cable to the dc 
power bus on the rear of the RS08. The dc 

APPENDIX A 
TIMING TRACK WRITER 

A-I 

power cable wires and dc power bus tabs are 
color-coded for easy identification. 

-Orange 
Red 
Blue 
Black 

NOTE 

+20V 
+10V 
-15 V 
GND 

Ensure that disk drive power supply 
FIX/V AR switches are in the FIX 
position. 

3. Remove the timing track cable from slot AOI 
of the RS08 electronics and insert it into the 
module connector on the RS08 Timing Track 
Writer (Figure A-I). 

4. Apply dc power to the RS08 unit. DC power 
will also be applied to the timing track writer. 

Set up scope as follows: 

Vertical = 0.5 V /div (XI0 probe) 

Mode = Channel 1 

Coupling = dc 

A sweep time = 5 ms/ div 

Trigger = Line 

A INTEN DURING B (B triggerable after delay) 

Unlock knobs and set B delay to 0.1 ms/div 

Connect the channel 1 scope probe to RS08-TA control 
panel test pin 11. 

At the RS08-T A: 

Set the NORMAL/MAINT switch to NORMAL 

Set the REG/SPARE switch to REG 

Set the WRITE ENABLE toggle switch to ON 



1. Depres. th. WRITE Po.hbutton on th. RS08-TA. 

NOTE 
The RS08-TA Writes the timing tracks 
only once each time the WRITE pushbutton is depre8Sed. 

2. Obse"", timing "',,* 'hn oscillosc""" (Figure 
A-2). If timing track A amplitud.;, inco".ct, 
refer to Table 3 for proper adjustment. 

A-2 

NOTE 
If adjusbnentcannot be made, refer to 
TroUbleshooting Flow Chart in the RS08 
Timing Track F) Writer Maintenance Manual. 

CAUnON 
If at any time the scope display cannot be 
SYnchronized, i.e., the display moves 
across the scope screen, the RsOS-TA is 
Writing constantly. If this happens, the 
RsOS-TA WRITE ENABLE toggle SWitch 
mUst be set to OFF immediately Or the 
timing track heads may be damaged. 



(~ 
\ 

Figure A-2 Timing Track A Display 

3. Depress RS08-TA WRITE pushbutton; observe 
that timing track A momentarily disappears and 
reappears each time the WRITE pushbutton is 
depressed; this is due to the erase operation 
performed by the RS08-TA just prior to 
rewriting timing tracks. 

Figure A-3 550 JlS Gap Display 

9. Connect the channell scope probe to RS08-TA 
control panel test pin 13 and set the RS08-TA 
REG/SPARE switch to REG; observe timing 
track B. Refer to Table 3 for speCifications and 
adjustment. 

10. Set the RS08-TA REG/SPARE switch to 
4. Move A INTEN DURING B to the gap (Figure SPARE; observe the spare timing track B 

A-2) and switch to B DELAYED. waveform. 

5. Observe that the gap width is 550 (±50) JlS 
(Figure A~3). If the gap meets speCifications, 
proceed to step 8. 

6. If the gap is too narrow, adjust RS08-TA 
control panel COARSE AND FINE knobs 
clockwise; repeat steps 3 through 5. 

7. If the gap is too wide, adjust RS08-TA control 
panel COARSE AND FINE knobs counter
clockwise; repeat steps 3 through 5. 

8. Switch oscilloscope to A INTEN and set the 
RS08-TA REG/SPARE switch to SPARE; 
observe the spare timing track. 

NOTE 
The spare timing track A waveform will 
probably have a different amplitude then 
the regular timing track A. However, do 
not readjust the gain of the G08S 
module. 

A-3 

11. Connect the channel 1 scope probe to RS08-T A 
control panel test pin J5 and set the RS08-TA 
REG/SPARE switch to REG; observe timing 
track C waveform. 

12. Set the RS08-TA REG/SPARE switch to 
SPARE; observe the spare timing track C. 

13. Set the RS08-TA WRITE ENABLE toggle 
switch to OFF. 

14. Remove dc power from the RS08 Disk Drive by 
turning off the power at the main computer 
console. -

CAUTION 
DC power must be turned off at this 
point in the procedure even if the 
RS08-TA is to be used again; otherwise 
the . RS08-T A will overheat and com
ponent failure may result. 



15. Disconnect the RSos'TA de />O"'er cable fro", 
the disk drive de POWer bus. 

16. !lemove the tbning t""k cable from the 

l!S08-TA COotrol Panel connecto, and ;"se,t it 
ioto oot A01 of the RSos Oisk Drive elec-trOnics. 

17. Tum de POwer ON at the "'ain compute, console. 

A.3 1!S09 TmaNG TRACK WlUTElI PJlOCEDlTlIE 
S£TUPPROC£DUR£ 

To connect the l!So9. TA to the RS09 Disk Drive, Proceed as fOllows: 

1. !lemove de po .... , from the RSa9 Disk Drive 
Unit. This can be accompUshed by Iurning the 
po .... , off at the main colllputer Console. n., 
ac polVer to the RS09 and the Purge unit mUs' remain On. 
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---------------------,~, .. --,-~--" .... "'~.., 

2. 
Connect the l!So9. TA de />OlVer cable to the de 

/>OlVer bUs 00 the ,.., of the 1!S09. The de 
PO"'er cable - and de po .... , bUB tabs are 
color-coded for easy identification. 

YeIIow 
Red 
Blue 
Black 

+20y 
+lOy 
-lSY 
GND 

3. !lelllOve the timing Irack ca.b1e fro", slot .401 
of the RS09 electroniCs and .... rt it ;"to the 
module connecto, on the RS09 T'Uning Track Writer (Figure A-4). 

4. Apply de po .... , to the RS09 Unit. Dc po"",, 
IVi11 also be applied to the timing track IVriter. 

5. Set the l!So9.TA lIP SELEcroR knob to the 
prope'di.k COntroner (lIF09, lIPlJ, 0, lIP15) 
and ac input line frequency (50 Or 60 Hz). 



WRITING TIMING TRACKS 
To write timing tracks, proceed as follows: 

NOTE 
If (aulty operation is detected at any point in 
the following procedu~, refer to Chapter S of 
the RS09 liming Track Writer Maintenance 

. Manual and correct the fault before proceeding 
to the next step in the procedure. 

CAUTION 
Ensure that the NORMAL/MAINT toggle 
switch (Figure A4) is set to the NORMAL 
position prior to setting the ON/OFF toggle 
switch to ON. Failure to do so may damage the 
disk drive timing track head. 

1. Set the ON/OFF toggle switch to ON; the 
WRITE VOLTAGE indicator will illuminate. 

2. Depress the PUSH TO WRITE pushbutton. 

3. Perform the gain and slice adjustments as 
described in Table 3; observe the gain and slice 
display as shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

4. Depress the PUSH TO WRITE pushbutton; 
observe the INCREASE, GAP OK, and 
DECREASE neons. 
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NOTE 
The RS09-T A writes the timing tracks 
only once each time the PUSH TO 
WRITE pushbutton is depressed. 

5. If the GAP OK neon illuminates, the timing 
tracks have been written properly; proceed to 
step 8. 

6. If the INCREASE neon illuminates, turn the 
GAP ADJUST knob clockwise and repeat steps 
4 and 5. 

7. If the DECREASE neon illuminates, turn the 
GAP ADJUST knob counter-clockwise and 
repeat steps 4 and 5. 

8. Set the ON/OFF toggle switch to the OFF 
position; observe that the WRITE VOLT AGE 
indicator extinguishes. 

9. Remove dc power from the RS09 Disk Drive by 
turning off the power at the main computer 
console. 

10. Disconnect the RS09-TA dc power cable from 
the disk drive dc power bus. 

11. Remove the timing track cable from the 
RS09-T A control panel connector and insert it 
into slot AOI of the RS09 Disk Drive 
electronics. 

12. Apply dc power to the disk drive. 





B.1 RSOS MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

APPENDIX B 
MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

The following program allows a quick read or write to the disk, setting the desired track number into the switch register. 
Observe data with delayed sweep. 

LOCATION 

7600 

7610 

7615 
7616 

7700 

PROGRAM 

7300 
1300 
3350 
1301 
3351 
76Q4 
7010 
7420 
5215 
6643 
7120 
7010 
5216 
6643 
1302 
6603 
6622 
5220 
5200 

7777 
3777 
N 

CLA,CLL 
TADW.C. 
DCA 7750 
TADC.A. 
DCA 7751 
LASTRK# 
RAR 
SNL 
JMP7615 
DXAL 
STL 
RAR 
JMP+2 
DXAL 
TADABSA 
DMAR;6605DMAW 
DFSC 
JMP-l 
JMPBGN 

W.C. 
e.A. 
ABSA 

B·l 

/Set Word Count 

/Set Current Address 
/Load Track from Sw. Register 
/Check for Odd Track 
/Skip on Odd Track 
/Track is Even; JMP to 7615 
/Clear & Load EMA 
/Set Link (to 1) 
/Set ABSA Bit 0 to 1 for Odd TRK 
/JMP to ADD Rest of ABSA 
/Clear & Load EMA 
IT AD Absolute Address 
/Read or Write 
/Skip if Data Completion Flag Set 
/Wait for Data Completion Flag 
/Jump Beginning 

/OneWord 



• 



(~~ 
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APPENDIX C 
SPECIAL CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS 

REPLACING THE 'SHOES s. Gently fit the alignment disk over the tissue 
To replace the shoes, perform the follOwing steps: and hub until it is well seated. Ensure that the 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

I 
1 

heads are seated firmly against the disk. 
Dismantle the assembly according to the in-
structions of Paragraph 8.0, step 3. 

6. The outermost head on every pad must be in 
Locate the damaged shoe. If it is an inside shoe, line with its scribe line on the disk, as shown in 
the outside shoe must then be removed first. Figure C-1. 
Remove the damaged shoe. 

Examine the new shoe. If it must be cleaned, 
7. Start with the outermost head on pad 0 and set flush it with Methanol spray and blow it dry 

with MS220 Aeroduster. If any contaminants it so that its inner edge is just· touching the 

remain, saturate a cotton swab with Methanol inside edge of the outside scribe line. Rotate 

and carefully wipe the head. Irisert the new the motor so that the radial line is over the next 

head. pad. Check that its outside head is lined up 
with the next track on the disk. 

To align the heads cut out a single .layer of 
Kimwipe, approximately 4 in. X 4 in., and lay 
the Kimwipe over the motor hub to ensure a 8. If any pad is out of line, loosen the three 
tight fit for the alignment disk found in the RS mounting screws on the bottom of the block 
Kit. and position it properly. 

I 

SCRIBE LINE -I .- LINE UP OUTERMOST 
,,..- HEAD WITH THE U RESPECTIVE SCRIBE LINE 

'I 
1 

PAO:::------ i 
OUTER CIRCUMFERENCE 
OF DIS.K ------I 

MOUNTING BLOCK 

Iii _MOUNTING SCREWS 

09-0411 

Figure C-1 Aligning the Heads 
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C.2 MEASURING SURF ACE MODULA nON 
If a new surface has been installed, the surface modulation 
should be checked. It is the result of variations in the 
properties of the surface around the disk. The test is done 
on the A track only. It is measured using the following 
procedure: 

1. Connect a calibrated oscilloscope probe to pin 
A02T of the RS08 or RS09 (A Timing Track 
read amp). 

2. Connect the oscilloscope ground strap to A02C. 

3. Place the oscilloscope setting on dc. 

4. Trigger the oscilloscope on LINE. 

5. Set the time base to 5 ms/cm. 

6. Measure Vmax and Vmin pp. Surface modu
lation = Vmax pp - Vm~n pp X 100 

Vmax pp + Vmm pp 

(Surface modulation should be less than 20%) 

It is expected that the surface modulation falls off 
considerably when checking other tracks further inside 
from the A track. Data tracks with more than 13 percent 
deviation may be curtailing the performance of the disk 
drive considerably. 

C.3 DETERMINING REFERENCE TRACK (RS09) 

C.3.l Determine Average Track for Each Matrix 
When a new disk surface is installed or heads are replaced, 
the output of the data tracks (peak-to-peak amplitude) has 
to be read, recorded and compared, and the read amplifiers 
calibrated accordingly. This process involves measuring the 
mean voltage from each head and calculating the mean 
value for each shoe. The output variation of all shoes of any 
aile matrix has to be within a certain limit. 

The readings have to be recorded on the RS08M Data Sheet 
(Figure C-2) and the average track number (the track which 
has a reading equal to the mean of all shoes of each matrix) 
has to be posted on the disk cover. Use the appropriate 
program to select and read all 128 data tracks in sequence. 

PDP-9, -15 Procedure 

1. Use RS09 /RF 15 Alignment Program 
(MAINDEC-15-D5RA). 
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2. Load the alignment program and start at 200 
with data switch 0 on a 1. 

3. Calibrate the oscilloscope and probes. Use lOX 
probes only. 

4. Select and read all 128 data tracks in sequence 
by entering the desired track number in data 
switches 11 through 17. The relationship 
between the selection lines at the RS09 and 
data switches 11 through 17 is shown below. 

Data Switches 

Track Address 
Register 

RS09 Track 
Select Lines 

Matrix 
11 

o 

T06 

Head 
12,13,14 

1,2,3 

T05,T04, 
T03 

Shoe 
15,16,17 

4,5,6 

T02, TOl, 
TOO 

Continue with step 1 of the PDP-9, -11, -15 Procedure. 

PDP-II IProcedure 

1. Ensure that all AGC jumpers have been 
removed. 

2. Write a 125252 pattern on the entire disk 
surface using the RFll Data Test diagnostic or 
the new Multi-Disk diagnostic. 

3. Use the Stamp portion of the diagnostic to 
adjust the lower track in each matrix (track 0 
and track 100) to 6 V peak-to-peak. Location 
of the data read amplifiers in the RSll logic 
panel is as follows: 

Matrix 0 - G08S module in AOS-BOS 
Matrix 1 - G08S module in A07-B07 

4. Using the Stamp portion of the diagnostic, 
record the average peak-to-peak voltage for 
each head (0-177) on the RS08M Data Sheet 
(Figure C-2). 

Continue with step 1 of the PDP-9, -11, -15 Procedure. 

PDP-9, -11, ·15 Procedure 

1. Take the arithmetic mean peak-to-peak readings 
on each head. To read the tracks on matrix 0, 
probe should go on AOST; for matrix 1, on 
A07T. 



0= Average Track 
* = Gain Added 

RS08M DATA SHEET 

Disk Head Motor 
Date: ____ By: ____ _ Mfg. &#: 4.!JZ, Tester#: ntJne Freq.: ~() Htz 

Scope Preamp 
Type & #: _--,~....:6::;...=3 ___ Type & #: ()..3 8518 

Type 
Probes: P6o-t-7 X /0 

Grams A After % Deviation 
AGC Pos. Per Side Signal Reading Mean Gain Shoe Comment 

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 TT 
2 ~ ()~O 6.2- 6.+ 0.' 6.a 6.6 ~.8 6.7 '.f, b.!J.5 7.6z.. 
3 oZ/ 7.() 7.1 '/.2- 7.-4 7.1 7.1- 7.0 :7..3 7·ZI 7.2-/ 
4 07.,z" 6.2- ~.() 7.8 7.2 7.0 7.5 r.,~ '-.5 7·~h 7-41-
5 O-tS 8.a 8.5 7.6 ".4 7.z @ 8.8 9.() 8.0 8.0 
6 O;L1 7·1.E 7.'1 7·6 7.7 7.6 7.-1 S.t) 1.3 7· 66 7,61 
7 t)~O ~.8 6.' '/.0 6." 6.", .,.8 'f.tJ ,!-O 7·4 7-1-
8 0;(,6 '/.() 7.1" 8.3 7-1 7.3 701 '/.2 '/.0 7.66 7.16 
9 ();L7 17:-1 7.'1 1.() 105 7-/ 7.a 1.8 7-3 ".""'6 7.""''' 

10 /~O /,.() 5.8 5.'1 .5.6 (,,z 66 67 5.1 6.8 0.8 
11 / 't I ~.() 5-8 <5:6 ~S 6:7 I~ ~8 6.8 o.?6 0.76 
12 / 't-Z 6.8 6-1 66 66 5.8 ~, 5.1 0.'1 c. '"9 0.., 
l3 "* It3 5,z Q,() 6.() .5,' 5.3 0;2 4/·6 -9.6 5, I 6,/2 
14 ~ Iz4 ~2 "'1,8 .s., "·8 .,..8 .,..6 ."., 5.2. -4.~ 5.88 
15 ~ 1~.5 ~3 6.() 4,6 47 6.1 "'f.2 1.5 'f. 8 "9,7..5 0.7 
16 *" 1~6 k).o "'/.iJ o.() "'8 5.2 $2- "'f.,z 5~ ~.~ 0.82-
17 - 1~7 ~O ~·1 ""·8 1·" ..,,6 ~8 -f.6 ~.2 4·6 0,62 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

DEC 3-(436}1073-N669 

Note: Each shoe must not have more than 20 percent deviation. 

Figure C-2 RS08M Data Sheet 
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2. From the readings taken, check the deviation 
for each shoe. Use one of two methods. The 
first one uses the formula below: 

Vmax- Vmin .. 
V + V . X 100 = % devmtlon 

max mm 

where: Vmax is the largest mean peak-to-peak 
voltage taken on that shoe; Vmin is the smallest 
mean peak-to-peak voltage taken on that shoe. 

This value should be less than 13 for any shoe. 
If it is more than 13, the shoe should be 
replaced. 

The second method takes Vmin and adds 30 
percent of Vmin to itself. 

The formula is: (Vmin X 0.3) + Vmin. 

The sum must be greater than Vmax. If the sum 
is less than Vmax, it means that the difference 
between Vmax and Vmiri is greater than 30 
percent of Vmin; in this case, the shoe has to be 
replaced. 

C.3.2 Adjusting the Data Read Amplifiers 
Prior to the introduction of Revision F G085 Read 
Amplifiers, the percentage of deviation between the shoes 
of each matrix was calculated. Then, if it was necessary, the 
percentage of deviation was reduced by applying an AGC 
(Automatic Gain Control) jumper, for more gain, to the 
shoe with the lowest mean output. At this time, the data 
readers were calibrated by means of the gain adjustment. 

Because it is practically impossible to see each individual 
excessively high or low amplitude bit out of more than 
2000 words of data around each track, a new method 
which dynamically checks where gain jumpers are needed is 
described in this paragraph. 

The use of different value gain and slice level adjustment 
potentiometers on Revision F G085 Read Amplifiers 
enables you to set gain for your average track to a nominal 
(6 V) leveLihis level does not need to be changed after the 
initial setting at the beginning of the calibration procedure. 
Instead, the slice level is calibrated down to a limit where 
noise is picked up as data and up to a limit where data bits 
are dropped. (This method is similar to a memory threshold 
adjustment.) 
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In case the track that is dropping bits with high slice is not 
on the same shoe which picked up bits when slice was low, 
an AGC jumper is installed (Table C-I) which will boost the 
gain of the failing shoe by 20 percent. Now the slice is 
turned down again to see that the AGC jumper is not 
causing other tracks of the jumpered shoe to pick up bits. If 
not, the process can be repeated and thus the operating 
range (margins) widened. 

Table C-I 
RS09, RS11 Jumpers to Increase Gain 

Shoe Pin Matrix Matrix 
No. o Gain I Gain 

XXO B17M B20D B20K 
XXI B17N B20E B20L 
XX2 B17P B18D B18L 
XX3 B17R To Matrix 0 gain B18E B18M 
XX4 B17S OR Matrix I gain BI8H B18P 
XX5 BI7T BI8} BI8R 
XX6 B17U 
XX7 BI7V 

C.3.2.1 Using the RS09 Alignment Program to Adjust 
Data Read Amplifiers 

NOTE 
Make sure all G085 Read Amplifiers are of 
Revision F or newer.' 

1. Load the RS09 Alignment Program 
(MAINDEC-15-D5RA). , 

2. Start at 200 and select the desired disk unit 
J.lsing data switches 5 through 8. 

3. With data switch o up, select the average track 
(paragraph C.3.l) for each matrix. Use data 

;' switches 11 through 17. 
I,' 

4. Check for an average 6 V peak-to-peak signal 
amplitude. To check matrix 0, read from pin 
A05T; to check matrix 1, read from pin A07T. 
If necessary, adjust the gain (upper) potenti
ometer on the G085. (Follow the procedure as 
outlined in Table 3). 



5. Set data switch 0 down (to 0) and data switch 4 
up (to 1). To run the Data Pattern Test, select 
the desired switch setting for data switches 1, 2, 
3, and 5 through 8. (Refer to switch option 
listing in the program writeup.) 

The program now runs a random data test. 

NOTE 
Unless you are quite familiar with this 
procedure, select one matrix at a time, 
using switch 10 to delete (upper) matrix 
1 and switch 9 to delete (lower) matrix O. 

6. Tum the slice level down slowly to the point 
where error printouts indicate which track is 
picking up bits. 

7. Put data switch 4 down. The program now runs 
several patterns: 1) 252525; 2) 525252; 3) 
even word 0, odd words 777777; 4) even words 
777777, odd words 0, and a random data 
pattern. 

8. Back up the slice level to the point where you 
get at least two complete error-free passes of 
the program. 

9. Record which track(s) failed on the Calibration 
Sheet (Figure C-3). 

10. If this is the first time the slice level was turned 
down, select the track which has the most 
errors; if other than the first time, select the 
previously found REFERENCE track (refer to 
NOTE below). Use data switches 12 through 17 
of the matrix (data switch 11) which is being 
checked. Set data switch 0 to 1 and read the 
slice level and record it on the RS Calibration 
Sheet. 
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NOTE 
The track which fails when the slice level 
is adjusted down for the first time around 
will be recorded as the REFERENCE 
track. Only the REFERENCE track will 
be used for any and all slice level readings 
and adjustments during the remainder of 
the calibration procedure. Also, any 
future routine checks and trouble
shooting should be done by referring to 
the REFERENCE track. This is because 
this track and shoe, failing with low slice, 
would have the maximum noise for zero 
data and therefore should never need an 
AGC jumper; also, both signal amplitude 
(gain) and slice level should not change. 

11. If this is not the first pass through steps 6, 7, 8, 
9, and 10, check if the shoe of the track which 
failed in step 6 has an AGC jumper. If it has, go 
to step 20; if not, continue with the next step. 

12. Put data switch 0 down (to 0) and switch 4 up 
(to 1) and tum slice level up to the point where 
error printouts indicate failures. 

13. Put data switch 4 down. The program now runs 
the patterns as described in step 7. 

14. Back down the slice level to the point where 
you get at least two complete error-free passes 
of the program. 

15. Record which track(s) failed on the Calibration 
Sheet. 

16. Select REFERENCE track. Set data switch 0 to 
a 1. Read the slice level and record on the RS 
Calibration Sheet. 



RS CALIBRATION SHEEr 
Customer Name: _________________ _ System SeriaINo.: _____ _ 
RS: __ _ SN: ____ _ ·RS08M SN: ____ _ Platter Type: ________ _ 
Engmeers: ________________________________ __ Date: _____ _ 

Use appropriate alignment program. For PDP-9 and PDP-IS, use MAINDEC-IS-DSRA. For PDP-II, use 

MAINDEC-II-DZRFC. 

Surface Modulation on A Track: ____ % 

MATRIX 0 

Average Track # ____ . Set peak-to-peak amplitude to 6 volts. 

"'I Reference Track# __ ; Gain: _V; Final Slice Setting "'2 _V; 

Tracks Failing AGe Slice Voltage Near 

On Low On High Jumper on Failing Pomt With 

Slice Slice Shoe # Low SliceVL High Slice V H 

*1 

D = VH - VL; MINIMUM D = 1.3V; MAXIMUM VL = LOV; MI:\fIMUM FM = 0.4 

",2 FINAL SLICE SETTING VF = VH + VL; FM = VH - VL 
2 VH +VL 

MATRIX 1 

Average Track # ___ _ Set peak-to-peak amplitude to 6 volts. 

"'I Reference Track # __ ; Gain: ___ V; Final Slice Settmg '" 2 _ V; 

Tracks Failing AGe Slice Voltage Near 

On Low On High Jumper On Failing Pomt With 

Slice Slice Shoe # Low Slice VL High Slice VH 
",I 

Figure C-3 RS Calibration Sheet 
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17. Calculate the difference between the slice volt
ages near the low and the high slice failing 
points. Also, calculate the figure of merit. 
Record both values in columns "D" and "FM", 
respectively. 

NOTE 
If the values for "D" and "FM" are 
exceptionally good, i.e., the values are 
well above the specified low limits, you 
may proceed to step 21. 

18. If the track that failed in Step 12 is on a shoe 
which failed before, either on low slice or high 
slice, go to step 20; if it has not failed before, 
go to the next step. 

19. Install an AGC jumper and go back to step 6. 

20. If the "FM" and "D" is not acceptable (refer to 
specs on RS Calibration Sheet, Figure C-3), 
correct the source of the problem and start 
back at the beginning of the RS09 calibration. 

21. Calculate final slice level (refer to formula on 
RS Calibration Sheet, Figure C-3), and set the 
REFERENCE track to the calculated value. 

22. Record final slice level on RS Calibration Sheet 
and on the sticker on the disk cover. 

RSOSM HEAD DATA SHEET 

RS: ___ SN: DATE: ________ _ 

TYPE OF DISK PLATTER _______________ _ 

SURFACE MODULATION ____ % 

MATRIX 0 

AVERAGE TRACK # __ SET TO 6V pop. 

R.T. (REFERENCE TRACK) # __ _ 

R.T. GAIN _,-_ V; FINAL SLICE SET: __ _ 

MATRIX 1 

AVERAGE TRACK # _ SET TO 6V pop. 

R.T. (REFERENCE TRACK) # __ _ 

R.T. GAIN __ V; FINAL SLICE SET: __ _ 

Figure C-4 RS08M Head Data Sheet 
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C.3.2.2 Using the RFll Multi-Disk Program to Adjust 
Data Read Amplifiers - In order to facilitate calibration 
procedures, the use of operational switch settings has been 
incorporated into the original Multi-Disk program. This new 
Multi-Disk program is MAINDEC-ll-DZRFC. The switches 
used are listed in Table C-2. 

Switch 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

State 

Table C-2 
Control Switch Settings 

Function 

Set Enter non-restore mode. 

Reset Save and restore disk informa tion 
while testing random patterns. 

Set Ring bell on error. 

Reset Report errors on Teletype. 

Set Omit random data pattern and operate 
with fixed pattern (125252). 

Reset Select random data. 

Set Select disk from switches SR9 through 
SR7. 

Reset Sequence through disks. 

Set Select matrix from switch SR6. 

Reset Exercise both matrices. 

Set Select track number from switches 
SR5 through SRO. 

Reset Sequence through tracks. 

The Stamp Test portion of the Multi-Disk program allows 
the operator to statically select any track on any disk. This 
enables the user to read gain and slice information for that 
particular head. The starting address of this test is location 
210. The following switches are functional during the test: 

Switches 
15 through 10 
9,8, and 7 
6 through 0 

Function 
Not used 
Disk selection 
Track selection 
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1. Run the Multi-Disk program in the random 
pattern, non-save mode of operation. 

2. Carefully reduce the slice voltage on Matrix 0 
and find the one low failing point. Increase slice 
voltage slightly until the program just runs error 
free. This test determines the 0 noise level. 
Record the number of the track that caused an 
error on the Calibration Sheet (Figure C-3) as 
the REFERENCE track. 

3. Stop the random pattern program. Write a 
125252 pattern and restart the Stamp test, 
selecting the reference track (the track found 
on the first pass in step 2 of this procedure). 
Record the low slice voltage level (VL ). On the 
first pass, the gain of the reference track should 
also be measured and recorded. 

4. Restart the Multi-Disk program in the random 
pattern, non-save mode. Carefully increase the 
slice voltage and find the one high failing point. 
Reduce the slice voltage slightly until the 
program just runs error free. This test finds the 
1 noise level. 

5. Stop the random pattern program. Write a 
125252 pattern and restart the Stamp test, 
selecting the reference track. Record the high 
failing track number and the high slice voltage 
(VH)· 

6. Install an AGC jumper on the shoe containing 
the high failing track found in step 4. Record 
the jumper location (refer to Table C-I). 

7. Calculate and record the Figure of Merit (FM) 
and the signal region (D), where: 

FM= VH - VL 

VH +VL 

8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 until D is maximized. 
If D decreases Significantly on a subsequent 
pass, remove the previous AGC jumper. 



( 
\ 

9. 

10. 

The following values are the minimum accept
able results when calibrating the RSl1. In 
actual practice, a disk with a good surface and 
well matched shoes surpasses these values by a 
wide margin. Because the goal of the calibration 
procedure is to maximize disk performance, 
every effort should be made to exceed these 
values. 

Minimum FM = 0.4 
Minimum D = 1.3 V 
Maximum V L 1.0 V 

When D. has been maximized, calculate and 
record the final slice voltage setting (V F) using 
the data from the last pass where 

VH +VL 
VF = 2 

Set the slice voltage to VF on the reference 
track and record this value plus the reference 
track gain on the tag attached to the disk 
enclosure. 

11. Repeat the entire procedure for Matrix 1. 

C.4 RS08 DATA TRACK GAIN (AGC EQUALIZATION) 
The following is the proper procedure for Data Track Gain 
adjustment on the RS08: 

1. To successfully perform Data Track Gain 
adjustments, the RF08/RS08 system must be 
capable of writing all Is on every data track; it 
must also be capable of reading, with errors 
permissible, on each data track. 

2. Write all Is on all data tracks, using Disk Data 
diagnostic subroutine SA201. 

3. Set the oscilloscope vertical amplitude to 
0.2 V/cm, set the sweep speed to 2 ms/cm 
triggered from ON-LINE, and connect the 
channel 1 probe to A12T and ground it to 
A12-S. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

Track 
No. 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

Using Disk Data Track selection subroutine 
SA026S, adjust the G08S gain potentiometer in 
location Al2 to obtain a reading of 7 V 
peak-to-peak on data track 000. 

Using Disk Data Track selection subroutine 
SA026S, measure and record the amplitudes of 
all data tracks on the RS08 Amplitude Sheet. 
Observe the results and equalize the data tracks 
as required using AGC jumpers (Table C-3). 

After equalizing the data tracks, set the G08S 
gain so that the highest amplitude track is 12 V 
peak -to-peak. 

NOTE 
Average data track amplitude must never 
exceed 12 V peak-to-peak or go below 
4.5 V peak-to-peak. If these conditions 
are not met, adjust the gain of the G085 
module, located in slot A12, to com
pensate for the difference, then repeat 
step 5. 

If compensation is not met, reject the 
unit and change the read/write head to 
low or high TK. 

Table C-3 
RS08 Jumpers to Increase Gain 

From Pin Track From Pin To AGC Input* 
No. 

A29M 10 A30M A31D 
A29N 11 A30N A31E 
A29P 12 A30P A32H 
A29R 13 A30R A32J 
A29S 14 A30S A32L 
A29T 15 A30T A32M 
A29U 16 A30U A32P 
A29V 17 A30V A32R 

A32T 
A32U 

*Use only one jumper to an input. 
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Reader's Comments 

Your comments and suggestions will help us in our continuous effort to improve the quality and usefulness of 

our publications. 

What is your general reaction to this manual? In your judgment is it complete, accurate, well organized, well 

written, etc.? Is it easy to use? 

What features are most useful? ------------------------------------------------------------
/ 

What faults do you find with the manual? 

Does this manual satisfy the need you think it was intended to satisfy? 
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Would youtylease indicate any factual errors you have found. 

flease des.crlbe youf,pqsition. 

Name·· _____________________________ _ 
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